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Key Intelligence Topic (KIT), 819–820
Keynesian multiplier model, 18n11
Key services
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Key strategic stakeholders
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Knowledge
classification of, 573–574
definition of, 290, 573
explicit knowledge, 574
tacit knowledge, 574
Knowledge and content services, 700, 701
transforming, 700
Knowledge audit, conducting, 79–80
Knowledge-based journalism, 419–420
Knowledge Cards, 216
Knowledge creation process, 593
continuous cycle of, 575–576
Knowledge Explorer (KE), 561–564
Knowledge Graph, 216
Knowledge loss and knowledge retention, 596
Knowledge management, 574–575, 670
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competencies for information professionals by SLA, 583
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information professionals versus knowledge managers, 581–582, 582–583
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processes, 575
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strategies, 578–579
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Knowledge Management (KM) Solutions team, 108
Knowledge managers, 581, 601, 602 competencies for, 591–592
Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO), 711
Knowledge retention, 593, 596
Knowledge transfer, 593
Knowledge utilization, 593, 594
Knowledge workers, competencies for, 592
Known Knowns, 826
Known Unknowns, 826
Kurzweil, Ray, 292

Law firm library, 105–107, 742, 751
Law library, 293, 859
Leadership, defined, 602n4
Leadership and the political, 53
broad political implications of organizational culture, 64–67
deeper structures of change, 57–58
definition, 53–56
insights of political theory, 60
community, 60–62
trust, 62–63
virtue, 63
shortcomings of the management literature, 58–60
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Leadership lever, pulling, 151–154
complexity, 153–154
key stakeholders, 154
model for change, 152–153
vision, 152
Leadership-management levers, 150–151
Leadership strategy, 141, 602
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Leading and managing strategy in the 21st century, 137
building and keeping commitment, 146–148
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leadership-management levers, 150–151
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Metrics, defined, 282
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Microsoft, 847, 849
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444–447
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defined, 440
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Renovation as the catalyst for a service transformation, 369–374
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Resource management tools, 745 cost and contract management, 747–748
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online research databases, 751 training and communication, 748–750
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service acquisition, 552—554
service administration, 554—555
service trial, 551—552
Service models, 289
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case studies, 298
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, 303—304
Lone Star College-CyFair Branch, Harris County Public Library, 298—303
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collaboration, culture of, 294—295
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librarians and knowledge creation, 290
written word, 290—291
library culture, 293
new digital reality, 291—292
sharing resources, 295
tool library, 296—298
unusual collections as a different service, 295—296
Service philosophy, 367
Service transformation, renovation as the catalyst for, 369—374
Shared cost, of information portfolio, 503
SharePoint software, 548
The Singularity is Near; When Humans Transcend Biology, 292
Skepticism, 424
Skills, defined, 582
Skills, upgrading, 702
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Skype, 326, 546
Sliding Discount, 737
“Small Libraries Create Smart Spaces”, 360—361
Small—medium public libraries, 353 examples, 354—359
libraries today and tomorrow, 359—360
resources, 360—361
Smart News, 561
Smart phones, 26, 27, 412, 763
Social events at work, 123
Social media, 130, 291, 298, 312, 413, 763, 800
research, 832—833
Social Responsibilities Round Table (SRRT), 232, 233
Social value, 283
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Soft skills, 595
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Source Map, 827—828, 837, 838
Source of information, assessing, 413—416
Space, defining, 133—134
Spatially based media, rise of, 412—413
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accounting model options, 104
adapting and transforming to changes in the organization, 342—343
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business value of projects versus cost of library services, 103
case studies, 345—350
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Special library movement, 441–442
Spreadsheet software, 83
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Staffing the archive, 626–627
Staff roles
evaluation, 653–662
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information management, 670
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663–665
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Stage gate process, 155, 159n21
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Strategic metrics, 282–283
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Strategy, defined, 138, 140–141
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data, 33
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644–646
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analysis of, 634
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threats, 647–648
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Success, measurement of, 542–543
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Support services, providing, 324
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Sustainability, 227
best practices, 235–249
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Recycle, re-use, track, 245
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Vendor compliance, 237
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outcomes-based evaluation, 229–232
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Sustainability Round Table (SustainRT), 234
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Talent Management, 654
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culture clash, 305–306
hours, 306
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Technical services, 653
Technical skills, 589
Technological diffusion, 16, 17
Technologist, 349
Technology, 374–377, 444
Technology diffusion, 16, 17
Technology impact, 137
Technology Management, 709
Technology of a product, 482
Teen Tech Tuesday, 313
Telecommunications, 6
employment in, 10
Telepresence robots, 313–314
Text analytics and big data. See Big data and text analytics
Text data, analyzing, 797
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tool evaluation, 798
tools using, 800–802
Text mining, 793
Theory of Change, 153, 156
Third-party providers, 515
“Third place”, library as, 359
Time/Complexity Quadrant, 719
Tool library, 296–298
Top Questions Method, 821
Traditional journalism, 419
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Training, 125–126, 353, 358, 726–727
and communication, 748–751
Transaction pricing, 740–744
Transparent vendors, 486
Treasurer, role of, 676
Trouble Assets Relief Program (TARP), 12
Trust, political, 62–63
“Trusted Traveler” programs, 763
Twitter, 312, 763
Unemployment compensation, 19
Unemployment in the information sector, 15, 17
Unemployment rate, 18n7
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), 205
Universal bibliographic control (UBC), 195–196
Universal classification systems, design of, 192–193
Universal competencies, 643–644
Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), 192
Unknown Knowns, 826
Unknown Unknowns, 826
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Unstructured data, 33, 791
Urbanization, 438
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U.S. labor market, 9
U.S. National Parks, text analytics project for, 802, 803
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User experience, understanding, 444–447
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User-generated noise, 326
User preferences, 477, 496
User requirements, 515, 541
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review usage to measure, 526–527
Value added research, 349, 597
Value added service, 662
Value and money, 533–534
Value equation, balancing, 512–514
Value metrics, 283

Value pricing, 486
Value proposition, conveying, 717–721
Variances, defined, 681
Vendor and contract management, 724–725
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partnership, 486–487
pricing, 485–486
transparency, 486
Vendor management, 849
Vendor relationships, 489, 505
Vendors and products, strategic oversight of, 704
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